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YEAR AT A GLANCE

People
SODCAP Inc. operated with a board of nine directors and 11 staff and contractors. Two
new board of directors were welcomed in 2015-16.
Funding
SODCAP Inc. received project specific funding from nine different sources providing an
operating budget of over $556,000 for 2015-16.
Partnerships
Development of partnerships saw the provision of in kind contributions to SODCAP Inc.
from nine different organizations.
Innovation
New and innovative type programming is being explored in both the industrial and
agricultural sectors including Results Based Conservation Agreements, Grass Banking,
Habitat Conservation Banking and Habitat Restoration.
Communications
SODCAP Inc. organized and participated in more than 25 workshops, conferences or
other organized events including the Annual General Meeting at Eastend and a three
day tour of the SOD. Over twenty articles were published in both conventional and
social media including two newsletters which were published and distributed. Social
media links include www.Sodcap.com, www.facebook.com/SODCAPInc and twitter
@SODCAPInc.
Engagement
Engagement with local stakeholders is key to the successful delivery of SODCAP Inc.
programming. SODCAP Inc. contractors engaged with more than 50 individuals in the
industrial sector and met with more than 200 individual agricultural producers.
Projects
Six results based conservation agreements, one habitat management agreement and
one habitat restoration agreement were signed that impacted almost 30000 acres.
Greater Sage Grouse habitat was the focus of these agreements but critical habitat for
up to 6 other species at risk were also a part of these agreements. 25 projects were
applied for to the Farm Stewardship and Farm and Ranch Water Infrastructure
Programs by producers in the SOD through the Agri-Environmental Group Plan.
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MESSAGE FROM SODCAP INC. CO-CHAIRS
We are pleased to present the 2015 Annual Report for the South of Divide Conservation
Action Program Inc (SODCAP). Over the past year, the SODCAP Board, Executive
Director, staff and consultants have worked hard to further define the role and vision of
SODCAP, and begin the process of increasing the understanding of the work that
SODCAP does.
Our focus remains on working collaboratively with producers, industry, and all interested
groups to initiate positive projects that help to protect habitat and improve opportunity for
the many species at risk in the South of Divide area of Saskatchewan.
We remain excited and encouraged that by working together we will achieve successful
outcomes for the many unique species in this area, and do so in a manner that enables
continued and productive use of this area.
In order to finalize past activities and to begin projects on the landscape which support
the people who manage their operations to ensure wildlife continue to thrive in our area
we need ongoing funding. This has proven to be a challenge and severely limits
SODCAP's ability to provide agreements on even a small portion of the critical habitat
identified for the current species, let alone additional species that may be added in the
future.
SODCAP encourages all interested individuals and groups to review this Annual Report,
and to support the work we are doing by becoming involved and supporting our activities

Orin Balas

Bruce Howard

Rancher’s Stewardship Alliance

SaskPower
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OUR VALUED PARTNERS
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SOUTH OF THE DIVIDE (SOD) AREA MAP

The Multi-Species Action Plan focuses on 13 different species considered to be at Risk
in Saskatchewan:













Black-Footed Ferret (Mustela nigripes)
Black-Tailed Prairie Dog (Cynomys ludovicianus)
Burrowing Owl (Athene cunicularia)
Eastern Yellow-Bellied Racer (Coluber constrictorflaviventris)
Greater Sage-Grouse (Centrocercusurophasianus phaios)
Long-Billed Curlew (Numenius americanus)
McCown’s Longspur (Rhynchophanes mccownii)
Mormon Metalmark (Apodemia mormo)
Mountain Plover (Charadrius montanus)
Northern Leopard Frog (Lithobates pipiens)
Prairie Loggerhead Shrike (Laniusludovicianus excubitorides)
Sprague’s Pipit (Anthus spragueii)
 Swift Fox (Vulpes velox)
Critical and Important Habitat covers more than 2.47 Million acres in the Milk River
Watershed!
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CRITICAL HABITAT MAP
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STRATEGIC CONTEXT
SODCAP Inc. was developed, in part, to be one of the delivery agents for the South of
the Divide Multi-Species Action Plan. This Multi-Species action plan is a partnership
between the federal and provincial governments with input from stakeholders. The
Action Plan identifies critical and important habitat for 13 different species within the
SOD area and lists over 60 recovery measures for Species at Risk in the SOD area.
The Plan is currently in the consultation phase, and will soon be finalized.

Vision
Native prairie and complementary habitat in the South of the Divide region of southwestern Saskatchewan is managed and conserved as part of the province’s history and
identity. Through our collaboration we enable species at risk within the South of the
Divide to thrive on working landscapes, providing environmental and economic
benefits for all.
Mission Statement
The S.O.D. Conservation Action Program will champion partnerships for coordinated
and innovative land management practices that sustain and recover multiple species at
risk and their habitats in the South of the Divide region of south-west Saskatchewan, in
balance with sustainable land and resource use.

Strategic Planning
As part of the agreement with the Saskatchewan Ministry of Environment (MOE),
SODCAP Inc. developed a Strategic Plan. The creation of the Strategic Plan was
initiated at a strategic planning session which took place January 26 and 27, 2016 in
Swift Current, Saskatchewan. The Board of Directors were present to lead the strategic
planning process, with a broad and engaged group of key Stakeholders, Staff and
Contractors who were invited to participate in an attempt to gather a diversity of
opinions. This strategic planning session involved an evaluation of Recovery Measures
in Environment and Climate Change Canada’s proposed Action Plan for Multiple
Species at Risk in Southwestern Saskatchewan: South of the Divide, as well as
suggestions for how the Action Plan could be clarified and improved.
During the Strategic Planning session, SODCAP Inc. evaluated the Broad Strategies
and associated Recovery Measures of the Action Plan to determine which Measures we
are currently contributing to, and what specific activities are planned or underway to
support these Measures. SODCAP Inc. also identified Priority Recovery Measures, and
proposed activities that SODCAP Inc. has an interest in undertaking to attain goals
within each Broad Strategy. While SODCAP Inc. expects be active to a degree in each
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Broad Strategy, the highest priority Broad Strategies were determined to be Habitat
Assessment Management and Conservation, and Communication, Collaboration and
Engagement.
Developing programs to implement these Priority Recovery Measures is a process that
has the interest and support of Producers and Industry in the South of the Divide. From
these Recovery Measures, SODCAP Inc. has identified Priority Actions which reflect
long‐term goals and short‐term strategies to contribute to Recovery Measures identified
in the Action Plan. SODCAP Inc. has obtained funding from a number of sources to
achieve these goals including the HSP (2015-16), SARPAL (2015-20) and AEGP (201518). Future goals will include securing additional funding to continue to develop these
programs and services that support Producers, Industry and other Stakeholders in
sustainable land use the South of the Divide.
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COMMUNICATIONS
In the early years of our organization’s development, communication products are vital
to development and growth. This past year communications have been a major focus
for SODCAP Inc. The list of communication accomplishments includes the
development of a website, a display for tradeshows, and social media accounts.
The website can be found at www.sodcap.com and was visited 1790 times over the
year. We continue to update and add to the content.

@SODCAPInc has 176 followers and nearly 37,500 impressions
Facebook.com/SODCAPInc had more than 10,000 impressions
Other communications materials included a variety of brochures and fact sheets. A
general infographic for SODAP Inc. was created as well as fact sheets profiling each of
the different agricultural programing types.
Along with our social media efforts, conventional media also played an important role in
our extension and outreach activities. A total of 14 articles and 3 media releases
profiling SODCAP, our activities, and projects were written and published in local
newspapers or industry newsletters. Many of the articles are now posted on our
website.
A 5 minute video focusing on how the Oil and Gas Industry manages around species at
risk in the South of the Divide area has been created and posted on the SODCAP
YouTube account.
Three “pop-up” type displays were designed. A billboard display was also produced, with
the plans of posting one along each highway entering the Milk River Basin.
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Several “branding” products were purchased over the year, including
ball caps, temporary tattoos, bottles of water, and drinking glasses with
the SODCAP logo on them.

EVENTS
Our Annual General Meeting was held in Eastend on August 12,
2015. The agenda included a presentation by agriculture producer
Myles Anderson, and his first-hand experience with managing for
species at risk and critical habitat. Bruce Howard provided overview of
the Beneficial Management Practices being implemented by
SaskPower. Dave Zehnder, a rancher from British Columbia, also
discussed his experiences implementing incentive-based programs to
conserve species at risk, and the benefits to both the producer and the
species.
”Exploring Habitat with Active Management” was a tour targeting a
variety of people that influence public opinion. This Ranch Tour
emphasizing the importance of ranching to the preservation of species
at risk habitat, showcased a variety of local grazing management
systems to approximately 25 attendees, including the Provincial
Minister of Environment. The tour took place from August 25 to 27, 2015
beginning at Assiniboia. Stops included a project at Miles Anderson’s
ranch, the Grassland National Park, Former Lone Tree AAFC
community pasture, Orin Balas ranch and Nature Conservancy of
Canada’s ‘Old Man on his Back’ ranch.
“Drought Proof the South” was a producer workshop that SODCAP
hosted in partnership with with the Swift Current Creek Watershed
Stewards and the Old Wives Watershed Association. 35 local
producers attended the day, which focused on water management and
development for long-term sustainability, and included presentations
and a field tour. The workshop was held on October 15, 2015 in
Shaunavon.
An “Invasive Weed Management” workshop was also planned. It was
held on February 2, 2016 in Frontier. 30 local agriculture producers
learned about invasive weed control and identification, as well as water
development regulations and options available thru funding programs.
Agriculture producers were not our only audience, though. An “Official
Community Planning” workshop was hosted on January 20, 2016 in
Frontier. It was designed for Rural Municipal councillors, focusing on
planning processes. Approximately 30 RM representatives
attended. The presentations were recorded and links are posted on our
website.
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ADDITIONAL EXPOSURE
SODCAP Inc had a presence at a variety of local and provincial events throughout the
year.
We attended the Grasslands Party Under the Stars event at Val Marie on July 25, 2015.
The event was hosted by Parks Canada, and included a variety of children’s activities,
hikes, wagon rides, an outdoor concert, and an evening survey for Black Footed Ferrets,
which the general public had the opportunity to participate in an official biological
survey. Approximately 300 people attended the event!
We also had our display and informational material at the Ranchman's Ridin' and Recitin'
event in Swift Current on September 26 and 27, 2015. This annual event attracts a variety
of people from across southwestern Saskatchewan, both urban and rural.
We attended the The Eastend Arts Council Wallace Stegner House Fundraiser, Dessert
bar and Concert on March 5, 2016 with our display and some interesting factoids about
native prairie and species at risk.. Approximately 120 people attended this evening event.
Approximately 20 agricultural producers attended the Making $en$e of Feeding Cows
workshop hosted by the Ministry of Agriculture. It was held on December 9, 2015 in
Mankota and SODCAP was in attendance as well.
Transboundary Grasslands Workshop was held at Elkwater, Alberta on January 19 and
20, 2016. As well as presenting at the event we had our display set up.
The Prairie Conservation and Endangered Species Conference was held in Saskatoon
in February 2016. The pop up display was present, as well as a poster discussing using
range health as a way of managing for species at risk in the Poster Session.

ENGAGING YOUTH
Youth were identified as a secondary target audience in our Communications
plan. Three elementary schools within the SOD area (Consul, Val Marie, and Frontier)
participated in an afternoon learning activity provided by SODCAP. The Eastend school
has also expressed interest in having an educational visit in the future. SODCAP staff
provided information on SAR, habitat, native prairie, and the importance of ranching in
maintaining that prairie thru a variety of games and hands on activities.
SODCAP Inc also partnered with the Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada (Swift Current
Research and Development Center) to provide a complete afternoon of native prairie
focused programming to Grade 3 students in Ecole Centennial in Swift Current.
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AGRICULTURAL PROJECTS – WORKING WITH LIVESTOCK
PRODUCERS
The livestock industry, particularly the cow-calf sector, and the ranching community is
extremely important to southwest Saskatchewan. Over 52% and 76% of the Milk River
Watershed in Saskatchewan still remains as native grasslands and perennial cover,
respectively. Not only is this a significant forage base for livestock production but there
is a direct correlation between grasslands and critical habitat for many species at risk.

Approximately 90% of the land in the South of the Divide area is under private
management. Local agricultural producers make the day-to-day decisions on how the
majority of this land, and the habitat it provides, is managed. The importance of retaining
a vibrant ranching culture to ensuring the recovery of species at risk cannot be
understated.
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Building relationships with these producers, and helping provide answers to their
questions about how to best manage for species at risk (SAR) habitat, has been a
priority in this past year. SODCAP Inc. has started to pilot a variety of different types of
programs focusing on encouraging producers to intentionally manage for habitat
requirements. Building relationships with producers actively managing the habitat for
species at risk is the first step in the success of these programs. Through meetings,
phone calls, and visits around the kitchen table, SODCAP staff have connected with
more than 200 producers and lead more than 20 events in the Milk River Basin.

Successful habitat management initiatives are built from the ground up, starting
with hearing the concerns and interests of the people actively managing the land.
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SODCAP Inc. has piloted a variety of programing
options for agricultural producers, including:
1.
Results Based Conservation Agreements
2. Habitat Management Agreements
3. Habitat Restoration Projects
4. Niche Product Marketing
5. Grassbanking
6. Milk River Agri-environmental Group Plan
(AEGP)
The Stock Growers Association of Sasktchewan
partnered with SODCAP Inc to deliver “Species at
Risk Partnerships on Agricultural Lands” (SARPAL)
funding in the SOD area. In the 2015-16 year the
SARPAL project focused on planning, development, and awareness. The terms and
conditions of the various program options were finalized, contractors secured and an
economic valuation intitiated. Other projects included partnerships with landowners to
seed native grass onto existing cropland, as well as the agreements listed below.

1.

Results Based Conservation Agreements

Results-Based Conservation Agreements are
agreements signed with producers that identify
and describe specific ‘results’ or desired habitat
characteristic. In exchange for achieving the
desired habitat targets, producers are rewarded
with financial incentives. Habitat assessments,
reviews, and payments to producers will occur on
an annual basis. Agreements are designed to
encourage producers to manage their land and
make management decisions that support species
at risk habitat.
The results are above current, normal industry
standards that achieve livestock and forage
production objectives. Agreements are structured
so that the producer is rewarded financially upon
achieving the results. If habitat goals are not met,
it simply means a financial payment is not triggered. Technical advice on species at risk
and habitat targets is provided, but all management decisions are left in the hands of the
producer.
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In the 2015-16 year projects were signed with 6 different producers across the
Milk River Watershed, encompassing a total of 19,000 acres. These projects
focused on habitat for either the Greater Sage Grouse or Sprague’s Pipit. The habitat
targets measured are specific for one of these species, but these ranchers are all
actually providing habitat for several species at risk simultaneously.
2.

Habitat Management Agreements

A Habitat Management Agreement is tailored to each producer’s operation and the
particular critical or important habitat that they
are managing. The agreements will be based on
an evaluation of each ranch, focused planning
exercises, the producer’s objectives and
resources, habitat conservation goals, and any
other relevant circumstances or conditions that
are present. Producers may be funded up to
100% of the costs for implementing their
agreements on qualifying lands. Agreements will
consider management activities that are
beneficial to both the producer and the species
at risk. There will be no requirements to meet
specific habitat targets. However, producers
must implement the management activities.
In the 2015-16 year one habitat management
agreement was signed. This project
impacted 11,000 acres and focused on
habitat for Swift Fox. Swift Fox largely prefer areas of flat grassland with minimal
linear disturbance and lots of burrowing mammals. Habitat targets are not closely linked
to range health attributes, which makes it a good candidate to pilot a habitat
management agreement. This project focused on limiting future linear development,
grazing management, and co-existing with badgers.

Critical Habitat = the habitat necessary for
the survival or recovery of a listed
endangered, threatened or extirpated
species. Critical habitat is identified in the
recovery strategy or action plan for each
listed species. Critical habitat is strongly
linked to the presence of native prairie!!
Pasture
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3.

Habitat Restoration Projects

The goal of the Habitat Restoration projects is to re-create the grass composition,
structure, and functioning of native prairie on currently
cultivated lands. For many species these parcels of
cultivated land beside native prairie creates huge
gaps in their movement. Restoring prairie in these
areas helps create habitat corridors and allows
species at risk to move freely. Projects targeted
locations near existing candidate critical habitat.
Producers submitted bids to:
 Prepare seedbed and perform necessary
weed control
 Seed appropriate mix of native species,
plugs and seedlings
 Rest seeded area up to 2 years postestablishment
 Work with a SODCAP Inc. Agrologist to
implement a grazing plan
 Maintain site in perennial cover for 12 years
In the 2015-16 year 4 bids to do restoration in the SOD area were developed. Two
of the bids were accepted, resulting in restoration beginning on 265 acres of
cropland.

4.

Niche Product Marketing
The niche marketing efforts in the 2015-16 fiscal year
involved taking stock of the strategies used by producers
already niche marketing their beef and scoping out
potential programming options. The current consumer
climate provides potential opportunities for niche
marketing. Public interest in food production has never
been higher. Consumers are increasingly concerned with
how their food is produced, and these concerns are
impacting their food purchasing decisions. The beef
industry is not immune to these concerns, which have
made some consumers (1) interested in the
sustainability of current cattle operations and (2)
potential clients for niche marketing efforts.

The beef industry in general is becoming more actively
promoting sustainability. Recently, the Canadian
Roundtable for Sustainable Beef (CRSB) has emerged to facilitate effective interactions
in beef value chains and promote sustainability within the beef industry. The CRSB is
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developing a sustainability verification framework, which includes a number of indicators
and a monitoring system. When implemented, the CRSB’s framework will provide an
accurate assessment of sustainable practices within the beef industry, which can be
used to engage and build trust with consumers. The CRSB’s efforts could have
synergies with niche marketing efforts under SARPAL.
One possible constraint regarding niche marketing in Saskatchewan is an accurate
understanding of potential markets and the types of sustainability messaging to which
consumers will respond. Questions remain regarding (1) how best to engage consumers
and (2) the size and structure of niche markets. Despite the uncertainties, there are a
number of programming options that can help exploit opportunities and address current
knowledge gaps. These include (1) help current niche-focused operations market their
beef as species at risk friendly, (2) connect SARPAL participation with broader
marketing initiatives in the value chain, and (3) leverage ongoing capacity to deliver
species at risk friendly beef to interested consumers.
One simple, yet potentially effective option is the development of a species at risk
friendly logo for niche marketed beef. This option could help producers already engaged
with SARPAL to niche market their beef. Current operations undertaking niche
marketing (e.g., selling direct or through farmer’s markets) could benefit from the ability
to make claims about the species at risk friendly aspects of their operations. These
claims can be supported if the producers are also participating in other SARPAL
programming (e.g., Results-based Agreements, Habitat Management Agreements). A
logo or a set of logos could be developed to help producers communicate the ecological
value of their operations to consumers. For example, logos containing images of various
species at risk (e.g., sage grouse, swift fox) could be place on the beef packaging, used
as signage at farmer’s markets, or embedded on websites and flyers to assist SARPAL
producers in connecting with consumers.
5.

Grassbanking

A “Grass Bank” is a physical place where forage is made
available to ranchers, at a reduced fee, in exchange for
tangible conservation benefits being produced on
participants’ home ranches. The main goal of grassbanking is to have a community-based conservation plan
that provides meaningful benefits for both the
environment and participating ranchers. According to
NRCS, roughly two dozen grass banks have emerged
across the U.S. over the last 15 years. Lands in grass
banks can be entirely private, public, or a mix of both.
Typically, grass banks are operated by a conservation
organization and include a privately owned or managed
base property with associated public land grazing
allotments.
Nature Conservancy of Canada is currently
developing a grassbanking strategy for thier Old Man on His Back property.
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6.

Milk River Agri-Environmental Group Plan (AEGP)

An agri-environmental group plan is an opportunity for producers to take part in
Beneficial Management Practices (BMPs) funded thru the Farm Stewardship Program in
a very focussed manner. Environmentally, it is an opportunity to effect change on a
watershed through a variety of actions which all focus on managing native prairie, and
ultimately habitat for several different species at risk. The program provides technical
support for both the Farm Stewardship Program (FSP, which focuses on BMPs), and
the Farm and Ranch Water Infrastructure Program (FRWIP, which focuses on water
development).
The AEGP is reviewed by a committee of interested producers from the South of the
Divide (SOD) area. This peer review committee assesses the validity of the project and
provides suggestions and comments based on their experience and traditional
knowledge of the livestock industry and grazing management.
In the 2015-16 year, 25 FSP and FRWIP projects were submitted to the Ministry of
Agriculture for review, on behalf of 13 different producers. These FSP projects
largely focused on native prairie grazing management, and impacted several thousand
acres. Our AEGP technician also assisted with several water development projects
through the FRWIP. It is difficult to estimate the number of acres of grazing lands
impacted by these water development projects, but they are important to proper grazing
management and provide reliable water supplies in an area prone to drought.
Initial discussions were also started with interested producers for future projects.
Establishing quality projects is crucial and involves many initial introductions,
discussions and information exchanges before the specifics of the projects are
considered.
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INDUSTRIAL ENGAGEMENT
Outreach activities included building partnerships with
companies currently active and/or planning future
activity in the SOD, increasing understanding of industry
plans to develop the SOD, and discussing potential
implications for future industrial development in Critical
Habitat. Engagement included correspondence and
collaboration with employees of Industrial companies
(e.g., Crescent Point Energy, Surge Energy and
Canadian Natural Resources Ltd.), representatives of
Industry umbrella organizations (i.e., Canadian
Association of Petroleum Producers, and the
Saskatchewan Mining Association), Crown corporations
(SaskPower, SaskEnergy and SaskTel), and federal (ECCC), provincial (MOE, MHI,
MOA, MOECON), and municipal (RM Administrators and Council Members)
government employees. Outreach resulted in engagement (i.e., interviews,
collaboration, partnerships) with 15 individuals from 11 industrial companies active in
the SOD, four federal and 12 provincial government employees with jurisdictional
activity and/or roles evaluating permits for work in the SOD, and three people
conducting research associated with native grassland species, with an interest in further
work within the SOD area.
Program Planning activities included compiling existing Beneficial Management
Practices (BMPs) for development activities, resulting in the compilation of 25 BMPs
from industry, government, and non-government sources in Canada and the U.S.A.
Program Planning also involved the organization of a workshop designed to increase
dialogue around future planning for development on private land and landscape-level
management options in SOD rural municipalities. The workshop was well attended by
23 RM Administrators, Council Members and community members from within and
outside the SOD area. Discussion included introduction of ideas for watershed and
landscape-level community planning efforts. However, RM members’ questions about
OCP benefits and limitations kept the focus on this workshop on whether and how RM
would benefit from an official community plan.
According to the Ministry of Economy’s (MECON) interactive online mapping tool,
Geological Atlas database, there are 116 separate dispositions for coal development in
the SOD, 14 kaolin quarries/mines, and six diamond exploration sites, all of which are
adjacent to Grasslands National Park. The MECON data indicate that the vast majority
of mineral resource development in the SOD is focused on the extraction and transport
of oil and natural gas, with a total of 196 companies operating in the SOD area. The
MECON data indicated that these companies represent 1196 active wells, and 1205
abandoned wells.
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Saskatchewan Geological Survey
(2016): Resource Map
of Saskatchewan, 2016 Edition;
Sask. Ministry of the
Economy, Saskatchewan
Geological Survey, Misc. Rep.
2016-1.

CONSERVATION BANKING
A “Development Mitigation Strategy for the South of the Divide Area, Southwestern
Saskatchewan” was prepared by Environmental Dynamics Inc. (EDI). SODCAP Inc.
does not want to impede industrial development and recognizes the importance of
industrial activity in southwest Saskatchewan.
There is a need for a mitigation strategy if there are to be unavoidable damages to
Critical Habitat by development. This could include Conservation Banking. Conservation
banking promotes the creation and enhancement of habitat prior to development and
therefore results in net gains to habitat. It has been employed in the United States and is
recognized by their endangered species legislation. However, before conservation
banking could be implemented in Saskatchewan, there is a need for some regulatory
changes. Four key factors that need to be in place for habitat conservation banking to
be successful include:
1. Policy and regulatory foundations
2. Scope for integration with Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) and permitting
process
3. Potential demand for credits
4. Ability to develop banks and supply credits
SODCAP Inc. has been investigating how to pilot conservation banking in the SOD
through the development of the mitigation strategy by Environmental Dynamics Inc.
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FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
March 31, 2016
3707 Kew Place, Regina SK, S4V 2V9 T: 306.530.1300 F:
306.719.1446 rds.ca@sasktel.net

Independent Auditors' Report

To the Members of S.O.D. Conservation Action Program Inc.:
I have audited the accompanying financial statements of S.O.D. Conservation Action
Program Inc., which comprise the statement of financial position as at March 31, 2016,
and the statements of operations, changes in net assets and cash flows for the period
then ended, and a summary of significant accounting policies and other explanatory
information.
Management’s Responsibility for the Financial Statements
Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these financial
statements in accordance with Canadian accounting standards for not-for-profit
organizations, and for such internal control as management determines is necessary to
enable the preparation of financial statements that are free from material misstatement,
whether due to fraud or error.
Auditors' Responsibility
My responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on my
audit. I conducted my audit in accordance with Canadian generally accepted auditing
standards. Those standards require that I comply with ethical requirements and plan
and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial
statements are free from material misstatement.
An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts
and disclosures in the financial statements. The procedures selected depend on the
auditors’ judgment, including the assessment of the risks of material misstatement of the
financial statements, whether due to fraud or error. In making those risk assessments,
the auditor considers internal control relevant to the entity’s preparation and fair
presentation of the financial statements in order to design audit procedures that are
appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on
the effectiveness of the entity’s internal control. An audit also includes evaluating the
appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting
estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall presentation of the
financial statement.
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I believe that the audit evidence I have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide
a basis for my audit opinion.
Opinion
In my opinion, these financial statements present fairly in all material respects the
financial position of S.O.D. Conservation Action Program Inc. as at March 31, 2016 and
its cash flows for the period then ended in accordance with Canadian accounting
standards for not-for-profit organizations.

Regina, Saskatchewan
Robert D. Szautner
August 10, 2016
Chartered Professional Accountant
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S.O.D. Conservation Action Program Inc.
Statement of Financial Position
As at March 31, 2016
March 31, 2016 January 31, 2015
Assets
Current
Cash
Accounts receivable

Liabilities
Current
Bank indebtedness
Accounts payable
Deferred contributions

273,630

893
10,000

273,630

10,893

11,968
232,892
-

10,893

244,860

10,893

Net Assets
Unappropriated

28,770

-

273,630

10,893

Approved on behalf of the Board

Director Director
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S.O.D. Conservation Action Program Inc.
Statement of Operations and Changes in Net Assets
For the period ended March 31, 2016
14 months ended
March 31, 2016
Revenue
Corporate contributions
Environment Canada – support
Environment Canada – HSP
Environment Canada – GRSG
Ministry of Agriculture
Ministry of Environment
Saskatchewan Beef Industry
Development Fund
Saskatchewan Stock Growers
Association
Water Security Agency
Donations
Miscellaneous
Interest
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12 months ended
January 31, 2015

63,000
12,500
210,500
118,000
65,068
176,250

26,607
10,000
20,000

30,000

-

120,000
6,000
2,980
893
101

11

805,292

56,618

27

Expenses
Accounting and legal
Advertising
Bank charges
Board travel and indemnity
Licences and dues
Management contract and travel

24,707
21,408
197

49

16,412
10

5,857
10

151,652

19,789

82,636
685
10,918
1,726
100,820
321,466
16,450
493
25,079

400
10,000
20,513
-

1,863

-

Materials and supplies
Miscellaneous
Meetings
Office
Producer agreements
Project delivery
Recruitment
Salaries and wages
Telephone
Travel
Workshops and trade shows

776,522

56,618

Excess of revenues over
expenses

28,770

-

Unappropriated surplus,
beginning of year

-

-

Unappropriated surplus,
end of year
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S.O.D. Conservation Action Program Inc.
Statement of Cash Flows
For the period ended March 31, 2016
14 months ended March 31, 2016 12 months ended January 31, 2015
Cash provided by (used for) the following activities
Operating activities
Excess of revenues over expenses
Change in working capital accounts:
Accounts receivable
Deferred contributions
Accounts payable

28,770

-

(263,630) (10,000)
(10,893) 10,893
232,892
(12,861)

893

Increase in cash resources
Cash resources, beginning of year

(12,861)
893

893
-

Cash resources, end of year

(11,968)

893
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S.O.D. Conservation Action Program Inc.
Notes to the Financial Statements
For the period ended March 31, 2016
1.
Incorporation and commencement of operations
S.O.D. Conservation Action Program (the “organization”) was incorporated in 2014
under the Non-Profit Corporations Act of Saskatchewan. The purpose of the
organization is to implement the South of the Divide Multi-species at Risk Action Act.
2.
Significant accounting policies
The financial statements have been prepared in accordance with Canadian Accounting
Standards for Not-for-Profit Organizations using the following significant accounting
policies:
Revenue recognition
The organization follows the deferral method of accounting for contributions. Restricted
contributions are recognized as revenue in the year in which the related expenses are
incurred. Unrestricted contributions, fundraising and sponsorships are recognized as
revenue when received or receivable if the amount to be received can be reasonably
estimated and collection is reasonably assured.
Measurement uncertainty
The preparation of financial statements in conformity with Canadian accounting
standards for not-for-profit organizations requires management to make estimates and
assumptions that affect the reported amounts of assets and liabilities and disclosure of
contingent assets and liabilities at the date of the financial statements, and the reported
amounts of revenues and expenses during the reporting period.
These estimates and assumptions are reviewed periodically and, as adjustments
become necessary they are reported in excess of revenues and expenses in the periods
in which they become known.
Income taxes
The association is incorporated as a not-for-profit organization under the Income Tax
Act (the “Act”) and as such is exempt from income taxes.
Financial instruments
The organization recognizes its financial instruments when the organization becomes
party to the contractual provisions of the financial instrument. All financial instruments
are initially recorded at their fair value.
At initial recognition, the organization may irrevocably elect to subsequently measure
any financial instrument at fair value. The organization has not made such an election
during the period. Cash, accounts receivable, and accounts payable have been
designated to be subsequently measured at their amortized cost.
Financial asset impairment:
The organization assesses impairment of all of its financial assets measured at cost or
amortized cost. When there is an indication of impairment, the organization determines
whether it has resulted in a significant adverse change in the expected timing or amount
of future cash flows during the period. If so, the organization reduces the carrying
amount of any impaired financial assets to the highest of: the present value of cash
flows expected to be generated by holding the assets; the amount that could be realized
by selling the assets; and the amount expected to be realized by exercising any rights to
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collateral held against those assets. Any impairment, which is not considered temporary,
is included in current period excess (deficiency) of revenues over expenses.
S.O.D. Conservation Action Program Inc.
Notes to the Financial Statements
For the period ended March 31, 2016
3.
Financial instruments
The organization as part of its operations carries a number of financial instruments. It is
management's opinion that the organization is not exposed to significant interest,
currency or credit risks arising from these financial instruments except as otherwise
disclosed.
Liquidity risk
Liquidity risk is the risk that the organization may not be able to meet a demand for cash
or fund its obligations as they come due. The organization is exposed to liquidity risk
with respect to its accounts payable. The organization manages its liquidity risk by
holding assets that can be readily converted into cash.
4.
Economic dependence
The organization receives significant revenue in contracts from Environment Canada
and the Ministry of Environment. As a result, the organization is dependent upon the
continuance of these contracts to maintain operations at their current level.
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